
  

Affidavit form 

i. My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at Route 12, Frederick, Md. I am the plain- 
tiff in C.A.75-1448. 

2ot am a writer and investigator. My earlier experiences are as a Senate investigator, 

intelligence analyst and investigative reporter. 

h and Jepand 

3. In these experiences I have hkerktied{ classified muixpuk fim classified 

  

documents. As an investigative reporter I have obtained and published classified focuments 

going back to 1941. 

4. Although I was given stamps for classifying spaboay ever told me the basis for 

classification. In practise the standard was the higher the-pictn fl Foe official 

embarrassment the higher the classification. 

5e Zéxxx The work I do is not in pursuit of a detective mystery om My work is 

essentially the study of the function, malfunction and non-function of the basic 

snetllolies, of our society it the time ef and following the great stresses of the 

assassinations of President Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jy. It is in this sense 

that 2 inquire into and write about these great tragedies and the subsequent and lingering 

national traumae 

6. It ia an unpaid work to which no commertigl profit has been attached. In 

it I have worked without vacation for more than 13 years, until I suffered an acute 
nave more than 

thrombophlebitis in 1975 I a averaged mhmut two working days each day. I worked and 

still work seven days a week. In recent months as my energy has diminished I have reduced 

my working day to an average of about 16-17 hours. 

7. In this extensive study the e\ of the executive agencies to release public 

information is so dseantl tts use of the Freedom of Information Act is indispensible. By 

Means of the Act and by other means, never duceler, I ok have files on this subject 

that xa take up about 20 files cabients plus a volume I camot estimate that I have not 

been able to file. 

8. All of this material will be part of a public archive in a wiversity system. 

Moy 
From this I have neither asked ast expect any payment in money.



an we 

Qe In this work the Department of Justice has bestowed what I believe are unique 

credentials en-me. It stated in my C.A°75=226 that I lmow kore about the assassination 

of President Kennedy and the FBI's investigation of it than anyone now in the FBI. 

10. The misstatements to Courts of law were so peoveus in the earlier stages of 

Cobe75~226, CoAe2301~70 that the Congress cited 4t as one of four cases requiring the 

1974 amendments to the Act. 

ie In all my FOIA cases the ee anit always tainting characteristic is 

nisstatements to the court. These chen’ mal acorn what I believe is perjury. 

I have felt obligated to so inform the courts, under oath. In not a single one of these 

numerous instances has there been any charge laid against me. In not one, in fact, has 

there been even pro forma denial, I have charged perjury against government affiants 

who range fz0m a series of FBI agents to the Archivist of the United States. 

12. So extensive and so uninhibited is this deceiving of the courts that in order | 

to deny me clear pictures of the clothing of President “ennedy, those that have evidentiary 

value, the Archivist actually swore to that court that I kaye had not met the minimum 

requirenents of exhausting my administrative remedies. The AUSA on that case even 

filed the proof of my having exhausted my administrative remedies » at the same time 

informing the court that he had sent these papers to me when in fact he had not. When 

AN A\ew 
under the order of that court these photographs were finally tee for me,it was for the 

Pdc news - 

first time "enon that the evidentiary value of President Kennédy's clothing had been 

destroyed by a still -unnamed, officials. Those clothes were always under lock and key, 

with Access denied to all but a fous first in the FBI and then in the National Archives. 

Mn h 
15. I am currently receiving about 500 pages of FBI records a week. Great time is 

and at seent ed pease, in woitbelliny Thal % phy Regu braly Can pasted 'ani-viththis mack-hoonp=be wrth: what is public domain. 44 
as te 

the government ef what it is withholding improperly makes no difference, Names paowishes 
theustads Wo SH Gpe en Awa, ANE 
nities of times, bana of witnesses the subseenackay of whom are public, names of FBI 

every CASES 
laboratory personne) all pub dyhawe been withheld extensively. In eboney the reason 

tom Late 

has peony Siateustton" and resistence to the law and the cepkting of inflated and artificial 

statistics as part of a campaign to negate the law and provide a basis for an appeal to



the Congress for relief 

14. With me there is an added reason for official refusal to abide by the Acte 

Unlike almost all others working in this field, all except a few of my associates, I 

ao not theorize in my work about multitudinous and endless assassination conspiracicse 

My work therefore is embarrassing to the avrious executive agentes, particularly the 

Department of Justice and the Central Intelligence Agency. I use the records I obtain to 

show the malfunction of these agenclese In almost all cases the malfunctions were not 

eccidental. 

150 Six of my seven books are still in print. The first dates to early 1965. 

bthurxatixthesuxoars While perfection is not a human state, after all these years 

i have not received a single complaint from anyone, including the many public officials. 

to whom I have attributed error and more scrious malfunctions in their official capacities, 

complaining about cither unfair treatment or factual error. The mistakes of which I am 

aware are minor and generally because I believe an official statoncnte 

16. Because of this work I have been the subject of official surveillance of me and 

my work. While the Church committee nade public the fact of these official propricties 

it masked the names of those subject to this kind of surveillance by the FBI. I have in 

ny possession proofs of extensive CIA interest in me and my work. I believe that under 

both the Constitution and the CIA's charter and limitations such interest is impropere 

Yet when I asked if for the records on me in early 1971 it failed to respond and to this 

day has not complied with thet FOIA request. I renewed this request after enactment of 

ths Privacy Act. More than two years have passed since I appealed and that appeal has 

not yet been acted on. I have internal CIA records that show how its units lied to its 

general counsel so he in turn would lie to my counsel and me because he had been denied 

both the records and knowledge of the records. What feu records the COA has #2 disgorged 

in some cases duplicate records provided to others. In one case a record given to another 

with no withholding by masking in copying was given to me with the entire record masked 

except my name.



17. I not only have reason to believe that this improper surveillance extends to 

surveillance of me, my associations and my writing, I have procf from CIS files that 

it extends even to my beliefs. As an @xample one of the earlier protests against the 

Vite Nam tragedy was by writers and editorsas lore than 100 of us signed that public, 

published protest. ‘the CIA file copy of one of these publications of our names has a 

mark indicative of interest adjoining about a half-dozen names. The only name I now 

recall besides my own is that of Dre Benjamin Spock, 

18. As far back as 1940, when I was exposing Nazi cartels and other un-American 

activity, including that committee of the House of Representatives, my garbage was 

collected and examined. There was a mail cover on me and my wife. She was regarded as 

dubversive because of her memberships in several cooperatives. I have these records 

not from the FBI but from another official source. The FRI is long overdue in responding 

vo my request for its records on me. Because I am not and never have been ssitversive 

and because these files are embarrassing to officildom I am being stonewalled and they 

are denied on this denial extends to my abolity to use them in court where imy counsel 

might consider them relevant. ty first complaint to the Yepariment of Justice about this 

was in 1969, when I received reports of improper intrusions inte my professional life 

by the FBI. I kmow of no legal right any federal agencge has to inquire into the affairs 

of writing of any writer. With me it clearly is the subject and content of my writinge 

My writing is sslevant in this Anotant causes 

19 During the many years of this intensive work 1 have gone over countless thousands 

or once-witheheld records whose classification extended to thousands once TOP SECRET. 

Of all these records I cannot recall a singie one that had to be withheld, none that in 

any real sense justified any classification. In all cases official embarressment that 

was fearad and the permeating cimpulsion to official secrecy, is the only reason. As 

an example of this all the transcripts of the pub;ished testimony of the Warren Vomuission 

were classified WOP SeCRET until it was necessary to reduces the classification so the 

Government Printing Office could set types During this ‘S0P SECRET period these tiansecripts



were actually sold commercially. Although the Warren Commission had no classification 
authority it did not classify these transcripts, including those of tie executive 

sessions sought in this instant cause. Vhey were classified by the C court reporter. I 

obtained and nade public internal records showing that once t.e classification was 

reduced to CONFIDENTISL the court reporter could not xkukia keep control of the 

ngterials within his own office, 

20. Exemptions are invoked with frivolity and for improper perposes. The most common 

current exewption is of privacy. With regard to the May 19, 1964 executive session 

transcript there is such a claim. Yet the same agency has released to me another such 

transcript where theve is serious violafion of the right to privacye lt contains a 

detailed account of the extra-yarital sex lsfe of a Warren Commission witaess. This 

_hapoens to be a witness whose imatinony Was uncongenial to official desires and whose 

subsequent public statements are embarrassing to the CIA. This witness, for example, 

has alleged repeatedly that Lee Harvey Oswald was en American intelligence agent. 

21. Another common violation of personal privacy in records made available to me has 

forced me to exercise restraints officials did not. Uxamples of this include elleguiiions 

of homosexuality. an my publishing going back to 1967 I have had to protect these rights 

on behalf of those various officials were not anxtous not vo embarrasse Even the records 

of Marina Oswald's second pregnancy are readily available from the defendant, page 

after page of them.eSo are the psychiatric records of several alleged to have threatened 

ti President Kennedy. 

claims 22. 1¢ has not been uncommon for this defendant toe deny records to me under mumikkions 

uutxaubjertxipenbeapexandxx thet preclude their availability for 75 years ond then 

actually solicit another who lacks my detailed subject knowledge to ask for them, with 

the advance assurance that under FOIS they could not be denied him. There has been no sx 

single cokment, leave alone protest, after I published this in Post Hortem in November 1975. 

23e Through all the years of my use of FOIA there was no single instance of a (b)(3) 

claim that I ean recall. When I received a formal explanation of the denial to me of 

the transcipts at issue in this instant cause from the National Archives on June 21,



In addition, The continued withholding of 
1971 the claims for all three included (b)(1)./That of May 19,1975 also was attributed 

to (b)(6) and those of January 21 and qune 23 to ke (b)(7). 

24. I have sxgmkaz copies of all such transcripts originally denied me under (p)(6)e 

Examination of them discloses no applicability of this exemption shd the existence of 

content that could be embarrassing to officials 

2a. Tne use of (b)(3), where the plaintiff 1s denied acces to contrary proofs, as 

hapnenad to se in this instant cause, did not begin until after the enactment of the 

q974 amendments. Until the 1974 amendments I aleo recall no single instence of the 

withholding by masking in any single one of thousands of vecords. Nhile there are, of 

course, legitimate privacy considerations, most of the records of the many thousands I 

heve received do not withhold for legitimate privacy reasons. In another ease I have 

testified to this under oath. I ticked off from the public domain what was then and 

to this day is withheld. There was no cross examination. There has heen no denial 

of my testimony of any manner or forme I have already dene this with regard to this 

instant cause as it relates to the “une 23,1964 transcript, the matter about which the 

&Srchivist swore falsely itn setyaiina to state whether or not that traascript deals with 

one Yuri Tvenovich Nosenko. 

26. In the mumy eases where after the passing of time I have received these with- 

held records, particularly those withheld under (b)1) and (»)(7) there clearly never 

was any basis for the claim to these exampetions. An example is the BJanuary 27,1964. 

transcript. Earlier this t anscrivt had been taken and sold commercially by 

then Yarren Commissioner Gerald Ford. He, however, altered it and failed to indicate 

any alteration. In this he elimiated such content as the assurance of his then fellow 

Commissioner, former Director, Central Intelligence, Allen We Dulles, thet perjurg is 

eight and proper and the way of the CIA. This transcript is attached as Exhibit A. 

27 The Commission then and on Janurry 22 was worried about tvo matters in particular, 

alleged intelligence connections of Lee Harvey Oswald, the agcused assassin, and whether 

or not there was a conspirscy. On January 22 the Commissioners confessed their fear of 

J, Edger Hoover, their determination te avpid any question of conspiracy even though 

they are explicit in indicating evidence of it and then te destrav tha rarard nf theca



fears and doubts. The stenotypist’s tace escaped the memory hole. Under FOIA I was able 

to obtain a transcript. It is attached as Exhibit B. 

28. Similar protection claims were made by the CIA in the case of Heine V. Raug 

in federal district court in Baltimore. In that case the CIA libelled an editor whose 

writings it did not like. His Japers was influontial in Sstonian emigre affairs. It is 

now public knowledge that in those days these emigres were used to create disturbances — 

withon the United States. one such occasion was the visit of former Russian leader 

“sicita Khruschev. To libel Hiene the CIA used a domestic operative named Rause To 

protect him and itself it then claimed the similar national defense need. To be able 

to pull this off praatigeous and expensive yaneees were obtained and counsel solemnly 

assured that trusting court that affidavits had ‘te be examined only in camerae Because 

courts cannot be expert on al} matters, especially the secrets of spookdom, that court 

was misled if not deceived. I have obtained these affidavits under FOIA and attach 

them as Exhibit @. Examination of them shows them to be conclusory not factual and 

th be based on nothing of substance. Yet they were denied the plaintiff in that matter 

and his counsel was not able to provide the testimony and evidence that court reyuired 

for the dispenging of justice. 

| 29. Another such example related to the Schweiker subcommittee of the Church committee 

which looked into intelligence matters in 1975. The CIA conned it into belieging that 

the public domain=- even what was the subject of many lengthy newspaper stories = had 

to be withheld to protect the Cla's function. This also extended to records that were 

simult,neously freely available at the National Archives. Yet the copies of the related 

records suppli-d to me by the CIA under FOIA are ma sked to withhold the names that 

were publicly knowns 

30. Beginning on page two there are repeated referenses to the seemingly mysterious 

AMLASH, the code name of a known double agent who is also known to be insane and in an 

insane assylum. Yet prior to the issuance of this Senate report ABLASH was publicly and 

extensively and even photographically identified as Rolande Cuebela, including but



not limited to in Bhe Washington Post. Half of the first page of iss Outlook section of 

May 2, 1976 and a carryover of three quarters of the second page are devoted to one of 

a series of articles by “eorge Crile III. tt is titled "The Riddle of AM LASH," indentified 

as Cuebela. Under the headline and a third of the page in width is a photograph of 

Cuehela holding ahe child of a firned. 

31. This was part of a continuing CIA effort to make it appear, in the words of a 

CIA cable of the day after President Kennedy was assassinated, that there was "Cuban 

responsibility." (Schweiker report, page 25.) Consistent with this other information 

that was public was withheld, bu the CIA and at its behest on national~security grounds 

by the under-informed Schweiker committees There is, for exa mple, the entirely non- 

mysterious R "D", whose proven fabrication is treated as real beginning on page 27. 

Readily available records in the Natipnal archives identify "D" as one Gilberte Alvarado 

Ugarte. Other CIA records in my possession make it clear thet he hoped to start a war 

against Cuba and to this end fabricated a story that onk its face was not credible. 

32. With regard to an unnamed Cuban-American who crossed the “exican borde® on 

November 25, 1963 (Schwoiker report pp» 61 ff) an entire my assassination nythology 

has been created. His identification, withheld by the CIA, was made pub;ic by the FBI. 

Examination of those records (attached as exhibit D) shows there never was nay reason 

to classify or withhold them. He is Gilberto Lopes. 

358 With less certainty khiaxks what is true of the foregoing is also true of 

"1a." a Cuban exile who had been involved in transporting explosive to New Orleans in 

1963" (Schweiker report pe 78). This, which involved an FBI raid and the "guerrila 

training camps in New Orleans" (They were not in New @rleans and there were at least 

four, at one of which there were 10 arrrests i n which the names are pubsic) have been 

extensively publicized, inc.uding in my own, work of 1967. Rudolph Richard Davis, who ran 

the best-known of these camps, told me voluntarity that he had worked for the New York 

City intelligence unit and for the CTA. 

34, All of this was available to the WarrenCommission. Tne foregoing Alvarada and 

Lopez information comes from iss files. But, it, too, was deceived and misled by the CIA.



Nosenko, the subject of the June 23 transcript, is an illustrative example. ly know 

ledge that this transcript relates to Nosenko did not come from the Archivist's belated 

admission. 1¢ comes from the files of the Warren Commission, specifically from staff 

memoranda. 

35. The FBI and in particular Director Hoover saw no reason not to inform the Gommission . 

about what Nosenko had told it relevant to the assassination of President Kennedy. 

“t did no promptly beginning in late February 1964 in a sdries of lengthy memos I can 

provide, memos not classified at all by the FBI. Mr. Hoover exen untertook to arrange 

for Nosenko to testify. Tgis frightened the CIA. Evidence of this is in the staff 

meno attathed as Exhibit B. It is classified as TOP SECRET, Yet to my knowkedge 

the obliterated second paragrpah deals withNosenko and Hek Richard Helms' request of 

the committee that it ho,d off on Nogenko. Helms and the CIA were so successful in tis 

that despite Dre FBI Director Hoover's initiative there is no mentjon of Nosenko in 

_the Warren Report. 

36, The reason for this is apparent: he said the Russians considered him an American 

agent. “his in turn gets back to the xremumam January 27, 1964 ttanseript originally with 

held from me on grounds now proven to be totally and knowlingly spurious. +n it Six 

Former CIA Director Bulles said quite candidly that the FBI would not be likely te have 

agents in Russiae 

37. There has been no secrecy about Nosenke for years. In fact the CIS is responsible 

for the first public reference to him and to this evidence, vt appears in the book KGB, by 

John Barron. The first of four Readers Digest editions of this book was published January 

1974. 1t was the selection of several large book clubs. The first mass Bantem edition | 

is of December 1974. This is quite obviously a CIA book. it glorifies the CIA. The author 

eppresses this indebtedness. 

38. The first of many references to what Nosenke told the CIA is in the first 

chapter. His personal lmowledge that the KGB did not trust Oswald, “ordered that Oswald 

be routinely watched, but not recutied in any may" and what Nosenko told the FBI, that 

ths KGB regarded Oswald as an “American sleeper agent," not any question of national



40 

security," account for the CIA's efforts to withhold of which the Exhibit & example is 

only one and I believe the transcripts herein involved is another. 

39. In fact I have depenadable information that the CIA and the same other 

instrumentalities are now engaged a in a massive publishing enterprise intended to 

portray Oswald as a KGB agent. 

40. The CIA has built up a mystique about defectors and sources and security necdse 

There is no defector whose defection is not known to the agency and country he served. 

There is no Inowledge he may impart that is not Imown to those from whom he defected. 

In this case, Nosenko's, the only secrets are those withheld from the American peoples 

1. While there is some danger in having defected, not all of those who do live 

in total fear. My imowledge of Nosenko came first from another Russian defector who 

sought me out, first in a series of phone calls to me. He arranged a meeting with MO y 

we met in a public place and then had a Long, Lunel in another public place and he informed 

me not only about Nosenko but about the book KGB, which I had not read. | 

42. When it serves CIA political rather than security interests it makes available 

information about and from defectors. An example of this is what I obtained, albeit with 

some initial withholding, from the CIA and relatin g to the assassination of President 

Sennedy.s Only care in checking the @1A( word diselosed that it had withheld while 

pretending release. (Attached as Exhibit F). The illegibility is in the copy provided te 

me affer my complaint about the withholding. The paranoia and the irrational political 

line of these conjectures account for the CIA's willingness to release them under compulsion. 

45. There is no end to the intelligence agenciies’ manipulation of what the people 

may know so that representative society can function. Abother exampie of this if attached 

as Exhibit @. “t is CIA records identified as Document Number 657-831, reviewed Yune 1976. 

It states explicitly how former CIA Director Dulles instructed the CIA, in a secret 

weekend meeting, how to circumvent the Warren investigation of which qulles was parte 1t 

concludes that "At no time during these discussions did Mr. Dulles make any inquiries 

about Nosenko and I voluntesred no information on this score." Yet this was precisely the 

purpose of this secret meeting, "the allegation that Oswald was a CIA agent." 

AA FT mhtadunnaA 22. wee ta LITA Mw Le aa DI tee ak.



Without FOIA I would not have obtained then. 

45. These exemplify not onlg the deception of the peopje and the subverting, 

as from my ezperience I see it, of representative splcety by the various intelligence 

agencies, specificzilly in this instance the CIA, through the misleading of Presidential 

commissions. They also exemplify the deliberate, the knowing and deliberate, misleading 

of the people and the conversion of Presidential commigssions of inquiry inte agencies 

of official propaganda, by those commissions. 

46. (ere the influences brought to bear on these commissions by the intelligence 
agencies and those restraints self-imposed by these commissions cpindides 

$7. David Belin was one of the major Warren Commission counsels “ater he was 

head of Lawyers for Nixon and thereafter, under President Ford « the same one who edited 

the January 27, 1964 executive session after purloining it and selling it commercially ~ 

was head of the so-called Rockefeller Voimission. Along with one of those counsel who is 

the subject of the withheld May 19, 1965 transcript, i Joseph Bali, Belin was in charge 

of that part of the Warren Commission work that ineluded placing Lee Harvey VYawald at 

the scene of the two crimes with which he had been charged. In each case this pair 

Suppressed evidence and witnesses who proved to the contrary, that Oswald was not at the 

tine of either crime when it was committed. These facts are published in the third of 

my Whitewash series, dating to thid-1867, and in Post Mortem, of “ovember 19756 

43 When a false and misleading hue and @y was raised over dubious and in some cases 

overtly impossible interpretazons of some photogrpahs of and relating to the assassina= 

tion of President Kennedy Belin decided to go inte these questions although strictly 

speaking they were not included in the mandate of the Rockefeller Commission. Belin 

then disqualified hingelf and had his Senior Counsel, Robert B. Olsen, handle this part 

of what is with comppstely fidelity to George Orwell describes as an "inguiry." 

49, Abarahem Zapruder, an amateaur photpgrapher, took a film, the most famous of 

these films, of the actual assassination My work shows that certain frames of it no longer 

exist in the origonal form,meaning the oniy form that incldes the 20-25 percent not seen
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on projection. These missing frames include, starklingly enough without any single 

reference to their absenco in either the Narren Report, the 26 enormaous appended tomes 

of exhibits or im any of the efficially-estimated 300 cubic feet of Commission records, 

the frane at which the official explanation of the crimes says the President could 

have bee shot by Usvald for the first time, “rame 210. 

50. Cpinciding with this is th: total impossibility of the best experts available 

to epee, ranging from the FBI's crack shots to those supplied to the Warren Commission 

by the National Rifle Association to those mobilized by the Columbia broadeastin System 

to be able to duplicate the mtmmidognuktonics marksmanship officially sttributed to “ee 

Heevey Oswald, 

51 Early in the life of the Warren Commission it learned that Qswald had heen a 

member of a hutning club in Russia. (Nosenko, although the Commission elected to suppress 

this also, told the FEI that with even a shotgun, the aie wee permitted in private 

owmership in the USSR, Oswald was go poor a shot his hunting companions always had to 

provide him with game. This is supported by the official evaluation of the Marine Corp, 

that Oswald was a "rather poor shote") In February 1964 an internal Warren Gomeiseion 

semorandug on the subject of “Letter to the Russian Government," reflects the staff 

opinion that if the Yommission sent the letter recommended by the CIA, "the CIA draft 

would probably have serious adverse dimplomatic effects." The State Department is 

' ited as authority for this opinion. (Attached as Exhibit H). 

52. On the last page of this record, made available as Document Number 513~199B 

by the CIA under FOIA, this same David Belin is quoted ~ outside his area of responsibility, 

let it be noted, as discournginge any inquiry into Oswald's capabilities as an assassin: 

“David Belin has told me that he ao longer regards the issue of Oswald's Marksemanehip 

as of primary importance." 

53 With Oswald, whether or not a CIA of a KGB agent, the only official candidate 

candidate for assassin and with the impossi tility of duplicating the shooting attributed 

to him, it is apparent that there is little ease that could be of such "primary inportance." 

53 he official records: mtil another em CIA release compelled under FOTA, show that



the CIA did not, during and after the life of the Warren Commission, have a copy of 

the Zapruder film. ‘Thus, in not fewer than five Warren “omission files, there is what 

I reproduce in facsimile on page 143 of the thitd book in my Whitewash serics, the 

December 4, 1964 ketter from J. Edgar Hoover reporting that the CIA had asked him for 

a print of the Zapruder film. This was several months after the official end of the Warren 

Vommission, which reported to the resident on September 24, 1974 with its Beport made 

public tree days latere The CIA told Hoover it wanted a print "solely for training 

purposese" In a footnote I asked "lo train assassins? Or to sexinockkem teach them not 

to get cnaght." This skeptictam was later confirmed when I learbed through wy own 

efforts, not from official records, that this film was used by the CIA in its illicit 

training of domestic polices . . 

55. “n about “iovember 19, 1975, fresh from the hospital, I debated Yavia Helin at 

Vanderbilt University. He had them begih to read my book Post Mortem. Two days later 

he came out for a new investigation of the assassination of President Kennedy. He 

then disclosed that he had request all the records that he had geen on the Rockefeller 

" omnd.ssionnof the CIA. This coincides with one of my FPIA requests of the CIA. Under 

POIA it has provided me with what it provided him (I presume). This iculudes what I 

print in the recent reprint of this third of my Whitewash Series beginning of page 295. 

| 566 ore ~ note that thesaidentical records were also made available to a number of 

other FOIA applicants, including the Associated Press, whose reporting wouldk Lead its 

countless millions of readers to believe that the records wera made available to it onlye 

37. J believe that the fact thet all other apolicants and all other soc~alled 

pbenanination experts missed what J did not is relevant to my credentials and what is 

| at issue in this instant cause. Noboday else, to the best of my knowledge to this nonent, 

has understood or published what foliovs. 

58e Under date of Hay 14, 1975 the CIA informed then Kockefeller Comission of 

"the textual materials that may have been provided by the Agoney to the Secret Service in 

connection with the NPIV analysis of the Zaorvder film." 

DGe The NPIC is tre CIA's National Photographic Intelligence Center. This is
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the same CIAg the one and only CIA that led the Director of the FBI and the x 

Warren “omission to believe that it did not have any copy of the Zapruder filme 

It is the sameCIA thet hes refused to respond to my discovery efforts in this onstant 

Matters 

60. “ecanse fron my personal experience, which is extensive, this CIA also regards 

shdtent and vuurefrigerated milktoast as irgent national security natters when I seek 

them, witness as one of countless examples its failure to comply with my 1971 SOLA 

rvaquest for the files on me end at least two dozen other requests gping back for much 

longer than its claimed backlog, I asked a retired editor who is a friend to inquire of 

the CIA when it completed this onalysis of the Xaprude: film. He was told within two 

days of the assassination of President Kennedy. This was at least fove days before 

there wes a Warren Commission.    
61. The results of this analysis opvese the conclusions of the Warren Yonmissions 

  

All three sets of possibilitkes refute the Warren Yomuission. Each in one way or another 

make @ single assassin, meaning no conspiracy, an impossibility. 

G2. “o the best of my knowledge this has never apneared anywhere except in the reprint 

of uy third booke 

65. ALL withholdings fromam me, Tithave beenninforsied by the viA, are on the 

authroity of the same Charles Brigss who has not responded to my interrogatoricse 

64. I had been led to believe by tho Court that if my interrog.tories were not 

responded to this Court would fill its witness voom with those CIA. witnesses who failed 

). 

65 Thus when months later I discovered that this matter had be-n transferred 

to respond. (ranseript of calendar cell of 9 page 

    

to the Commissioner, and that tere was no transcript of the hearings held by the 

Commissioner, IT asked counsel to move for innedinte trial. I have been denied this 

trial, despite this Court's promise of it, as I have been denied discovery, which is 

essential to proper preparation for trial. 

u BB: This absence of a transcript denies me proof of the AUSA's claim to have
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£68 “hs absence of a trancript make impossib;e my vrcof from a esrut record of che 

AUSA's unintended oversight in not providing the interrogatories to the CIA. Of course 

there is no doubt about his purity of purpose and decency of intent, as there also vas 

not in C.A.75-1996 when he had the same lapse of memory even when he had a written 

wexniorteix reminder from me when I inforned hin of the mag emergency hospitalisation 

of my, counsel in Sandapore. And ons is to assume that his dedication to both the lLetier 

abd the spirit of FOIA is what aecounts for his refusal to provide the means of corcunicae 

ting with those FBI agents, sll of whom by the nost vemaicrable of coincidence took 

their retirements at ages younger then mine when it was appsrent that I would exercise 

discovery through them in Cede 75-2262 So remarkable if this that two sich agents took 

their retirements on exactly the same days Thus the taking of that first-person testimony 

ordered by the &s federal court of appeals fro Washington an No. 75-88tex% 2021 has not 

yst becn completedly although its decision was in july of last year. 

67, Faced with these coincidences end other impediments and with the total absence 

of any court record I requested counsel to objoot and to request trial of this Gourt, 

as indicated in this Cpurt's words of last year, cited abovee In pursuance of my request 

my counsel dé, on January 19, 1972, file an Objection to Magistrate's Order and Demand 

for Trial. 

68. With more than a half-year of stonewalling prior to this, on January 7, 1977 

my counsel] filed a Motion to Compel Answers to Interrogatoriese These are those interroga- 

tories I understood this “ourt to as.wre me would be ansswered or the witness room would 

be filled. 

69.!rom the att .ched cosy of the executive session transcript of January 27, 1964 

the reacons for the refusal of the CIA to respoad to this interrogatory are obvicus. 

411 the claims its made x2 with regard to its former’ gheif chief's admission that perjury 

is it normal and patriotic way cannot be amaymexex hidden under any exemption of FOLA, 

as there is no other applicable exemption. 

7Q In the foregoing I have indicated some of the availabe, public information
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relating to Igor Nosenko and what is not secret about what he raported ta the Fsi of 

the & KGB's knowledge of Lee “arvey Oswald and its belief that he was an Anerican 

"sleeper agente" All this, of course, was supsressed from the Warren Sgport and for seme 

y ears was denied those who sought to study ita records in the National Archives, The 

interrogatories numbers from 70 through 77 were not answered and despite the assurances 

to me by this Cours remain unanswered. These interrogatories secks such nonesscret 

information as who exercised such classifylug, reclassifying and withholding authority 

under the Act when the Act places the burden of proof on the government. In denying ine 

this information, supported by this Vourt, there 1s a sanctification of the nullification 

of the Act, in my opinion. at means than any bureaucrat, even a latrines cleaner, can 

affix his name to a record and no requester hinder the Act can raise any meaningful 

quétion or fight, authority, competence or any other kind of fuestion. 

Ti. With regard to this same Mr. Briggs I attach as Bxhibit I some CIA records 

provided me in xaxp the most limited and partial response to my 1972 request for the 

records on m@, TI have beon assured by the CIA that the authority for review and witholding 

of the records on me is this same Uharlea Briggs. When he is awars that thers are relevant 

records relating to me and to my request and when he is responsible for withholding 

even the proofs of thelr existence from higher authority in the CIA, the very least 

that can be said about this kr. Vriggs is that thefe are the most profound doubts 

about him and his attitude toward the Acts of the Vongresse 

72. 44 is not passa possible to address all the refusals to respond to interrogar 

tories without writing a book which after a decade vould he exceptionally burdensome to 

me and the this and other “ours. Sut I do not with regard to Interrogatory 87 that 

precisely the same reason was advanced for the initial refusal to ka make available the 

Jnauary 27, 1964 transcript that is now claimed for withhelading these of January 21 and 

June 25, 1924, ta "to protect sources end msh odse"” Examination of this transcripts, which 

i did obtain after filing an “014 action, shows this to be on overt, a very deliberate 

lie. When government ofiielials ave iacunds in these kinds of falso representaticns, 

there is no purpose in laws or courts of lawee—~———



andthe°ongress is e Reichstag gnder a “nird Reich 

73i¢ is ean overt, an unhidden and a deliberate lie to claim that it is "security 

classified" that "Yuri Imanovich Nesenko is the subject of the June 23, 1964, exeoutive 

session transcript," both from Interrogatory 92 2hich the CIA refused to ansver. From 

prior to this proceeding I learned this from the Warren Commission records in ry pos= 

session. Prior to this interrogatory, after first lying about it, the Archivist of the 

“nites States confirmed that this is trve, under oath. 1+ thers is not possibly a 

“security classifiet " mattor. In my biief, instead of foreclosing me, as this Court 

has, it should have pursued this deliberate deception of 1t under oath. 

740 Skipping te Interrogatories 119 following, in the light of the foregoing relating 

to Nosenko and the CIA book KGB, all from the publicts domain, the reasons for refusing 

to respond to these interrogatories as well as their relevance in establishing bona fides 

or the official lack of them are obvious. The fact is that the CIA is still classifying 

and restireting what it provided to a friendly writer im for a book in its s@lfish interewt 

that was published in early 1974. 

75 A vandon further selection fpom this series of interrogatories to which there 

has been no response is No. 137, "Was Mr Briggs involved in the collection of the records 

kept on My, Weisberg?" This was intended also for the information of the Court and as 

& means of this Court's evaluating how and to what degree, if at all, it could take the 

word, sworn or unsuorn, of this Ny, Briggs. Attachment I above is ample indication, 

as is the congent of the executive session of January 27 and other available records. 

Were thevge interrogatories to be answered there is an existing question relating to whether 

or not I could demand criminal amt prosepution. False swearing to the material is a 

félony. This Court, in foreclosing me after assuring me a trial, has acted to proetct 

federal felons. | 

76.6 r the foregoing, in providing this Court with some of the relevant records, L 

jave established the reasons for the CIA's refuaal to respond to Interrogatories 149 fol- 

lowing. There is and was no question of any kind of security. All this information, 

still withhsld by the CIA, is public domain and fron the specifie sources I cltes
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This also addresses the integrity of what the defendant represents to this Court and 

the very meaning of the act. If Courts can be ,isled, decheved, lied to under oath 

ang with impunity the Courts thus, in my belief, become rubbor stamps for errant 

officialdom with the mest sordéd and seamy to hice. 

Te interrogatories 155 and 156 wre intended to produce information necessery 

to this casa and to establishing the validity or lack of it in official represcatationse 

The answers to these and other snterrogatories in this series is affirmative. I have the 

cited records in my possession and not improperly. I obtained thom from the Hagional 

' Archives. 

7% The Interrogateries relating to one Ricardo Davis, referrad to in ths fore. 

going yavegravhe. still withheld by the CIA, is all public domstn. Ay Sources ranger 

from the available records in the National Archives to the volwmtary statements to me of 

Ricardo Davis vhen he phoned me on his initiative and discussed them with mee The. refused 

ansvers wk here and elsewhere are affirmative, embarrassing to the CIA and are denied 

not from need but to procure the decision rendered by this court while this “ourt also 

denied me both discovery end a trial, efter promising me both. the names itemized in 

Intevrogatory 162b of this series are from the sublie press. 

73. The refusal to answer Interrogatory 164 can be explained in many waya nora of 

which the CIA wants known. The most obvious and potentlally most embarrassing to it is 

the fact that these records relate tv the "D" and pther fabrications designed to ;ersaude 

the Government of the United states to attacis Cuba based on dhe Alvarado febrications, 

The STA's station chief in Mexico at that time is the identical David billips was rather 

than veins discitplined for what he then did wes firet promoted to be Ves‘tern Horbaphersa 

chief of the CIA and then retired to assure its defense and £o head a CIA subaidlary 

* sae a Ames a as calling itself the Association of Ratived Gr ntelligence Officers, T am one of these. 
+ tel ae 

* * 
= ~ 4, ’ Iwrote Sy, “hillips to epoly for nenbership. IT am alse kmew te the Cla aot te be its 

apologist. After more then a yeor I avait ths response of this David Phullice te my 

inquiry abont membershin. 

» 
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60. “nterrohatory 170 following, if enswered, would inform this Cours «
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ft is true and was widely publicized that among those who were fpreed to leave the 

CIA during the Watergate scandals RaymongRocca, a CLA liaison with the Warren Vom 

mission is onee “% is true and has been widely published, without an denial, that this 

same Heymonf Rocca was call d back from retirement to impose his particular politcal 

preconceptions on the ai mitted fabrications ofxiinrntar Alvarada and to present them as 

real aad worthy of consideration for the Rockefelier~Delin Commission whereva political 

bias hed been imposed by: the appointment of both members and staff. but with all the 

vaunted expertise of the CLA and its thousands of expert employees X do believe that 

the recalling of one of thosa whose departure was becluded is at best dubious and a 

matter than ought be before any Ypurt evaluating the genuineness of any CIA representation 

relating to the assaasination cf President nq “ennedye 

Ste Che Value or lack of value that max a court can bestow on the CIA's word it it 

is addressed by the énterrogatories relating to the fabrications of Wlvarada and the 

fact that his intent vas to start a war against “ube. +t is a fact that the CIA's 

“exico station, thea under David ying Unillips, did go to the “kite House and the 

State “epartment directly in pursuit of this identifel if infamous objective. 1 have 

and can supply a thich volume of these records. The refusal to respond to them thus 

has an obvious if prisently embarrassing explanation not provided to this Court by the 

.. GIA or the defendant. These Anierrogetories also address the competenge if mot the 

integrity ofVharkes/ riggs, identified to me by the ClA as authority for this withholding, 

G2. Interrogatory dm 152 asks mo more than a simple response to the claim befere 

this Court but a response under oath end underhte penalties of false swearkinge If 1+ 

does not disclose “any intelligence source not publicly know" what possible reason 

can there be to withhoid the transcript of June 23, 19647 Defection is not a secret 

method of any intelligence agency in need of protection. The reason for withholding 

titks transcript is to prevent official embarrassment, not to protect the proper and. 

necessary intelligence function. 

33. The reason for xm ¢nterregetory 190 and that following is that to this day 

although I have tried I have not bee n able to obtein a statement of the expertise and



qualificstions of Charles Brisgs. He has been cited to me By the CLA as withholding 

authority. From tha records and the lmowledge I possess his oualifications seem to be 

restricted to a willingness to deny everything and to be indiffsarent to the Act. Thave 

are azamples of this in the foregoing perserpahse Exhibit I is an example. 

84, in the world of today, particularly beceuse it is a nuclear world, theres is 

no questioning of the importance of its intelligence services ta any country. The intele 

Ligence services of al: countries have exploited this lesitimete security concem ijn 

all countries there is a cilt of intelilgence that few are in » po vdtion to challenge 

and none can in court if denied the normal processes of courts. 
and used by 

85. The actuality is the only a uwilavte fraction of the isformtion avallable/to 

intelligence services is not published. The real secrecies have to do with "onsrations," 

or dirty works, of which 4 weliepudlickzed and on this subject enorveusly misused 

exenple ia the CIA efforts to asagssiuate foreign leadsrs. However, these matters are 

not at issue in this cvase and were aot even by the most Lndivect manner douched upoa 

in my interrogatories. 

86. The errors, the flawa and the failings of our intesllicence outside the acherea 

of what the analysts perceive in the public domein are fabulous. The eases of the spy 

ships, from Viet Sam to Exvpt, are recent illustrations, examples in which many Ancricans 

lost their lives or suffered yoars of the most painful living. There is great effort by 

the intelligence ageneles to hide these shortcomings and failures that are really 

operations! rather than intelligoned. 

37. Some of these operations controk national qoliey and yorld events. an exsmple 

of this is the Besnoks Pry Peuers Uu2 Zlicht over the USSRUs heartland on the even of the 

Pavis conference on dotents after the successful discussions between President Eisenhower 

anj the U55R's Nikita Khruschve e% Camm David. “ny flight of that nature was certain to 

interfere wilh if not prevent the planned reduetion dn world tensions and confliotse 

gois would here been trun had Hrs Fovers ust te shot dow. *o anyone with eny intelligence 

experience and without a bias infavor of the Cla's anking of american policy is is 

obvious thet the Powers flight would not have been made matwep except with the



CIAts intent to wreck detente in a m any degree because the 

  

overflight of en American plane~ and no other had that capability = was an act of war 

and. 2 deliberate affront on the eve of the Paris conference, 

88. Ab the other end of the seale and within wy personal exnerience because in 

extremity the buek was mx aga passeed to me, these agencies do loge control of the nore 

mundane and the vital functions they are to perform 

S9. Within my personal experience these range from the first yesszk asslempent given 

mi by the forerunner of the CIA, the OSS, once ny security was clearsd, a case involving 

the security of agents, to a jeter one involving the White House, 

| 2» In what was known as !The Faris case" four agehts had been framed and convicted 

end their convictions ip upheld through the channels of nilitery justice. But for all ¢ 

eminent lawyers in the OSS there never had been a simple, basic investigation of the facts 

of the case, Six sion after my security was cleared these framed men were freed, from 

the work I did with the existing records only. 

$1. The assignment for the White House eama after all the intelligence conponents 

had failed to justify the confiscation of about a dozen ships owned by a Nani synpathizer. 

They had been confiscated but in thoir preoccuration with “operations,” shich extended to 

uisuecessful plots to assassinate Hitler, tha intelligence agencies were not able to 

produce their justification for the siezure of tiis enemy property. With a deadline of 

two days I was able to produce the proof in half a day, after all others hed failed to 

go to the original and basic source. 

92. There is much talc about the security of intelligence personnel but little 

serformancs. In clandestine affeirs Little is noasible but there 4s no such question 

involved in this instant cause. Rather is there an effort to transfer the vopular 

concept of the clandestine to what for no reason other than the avoidance of e mbar~ 

rassmen’t it is sought to sup:.ress. Here the aforenention Heine v. Raug case is illustrative 

and il.uminating. Once Raus was identified as a cladengtine and dgnestic CIA operative 

there was nothing else to be vrotented fron disclosure. 

92. Sem the word "disclosure" is misused. There is no question of "disclosure"
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in what is publicly kmown, wteher it relate te a Raus ur & tiogenko. 

94 In this instant ceuse 1 know of no evidence that even remotely ma:es this or 

any related claim for the defencant. Tere is is typical substitute, a state without 

any supcert by defense counsel who lacks any knowledge or even a claimed second-hand 

basis for meking a statement to the Your: not under oethe There is no evidence in the 

record réisting te the protection oF S0urees, iustallations ox method and there ean 

be none without risking perjury because there ig uo auch factual possibility. “his, 
in my belie? and fron ny long experienua, is the xnerza part of the reason fer refusing 

to respond to the Intervogatories. Truthful res sponse to them vaporizes the preteuses of 

the phoney nystiques of the intelligence agencies. 

35» The PSI once svore to a federal court that if it sup lied what I sought in 

Gods 2301-76 3 AG woule crumble into a pathetic ruin and i $ iggitimate purposes would be 

ended forever. Thereafter, when 2¢ had no alternative, it pressed upon me even more than 

30 oftmerly secret pages (without complying with ay FOIA request) and it remains in 
oy

 

business Heving refused to comply with my FOIA request in the ascasination o; aa 

Dr. Ainge in 1929 it new has dalivered to me abou’ 3,000 pages of oncc-seeret racords » 

bas assured the court is will deliver another 12,000 pages t# to which £ aga Without 

conplisnee, and £4 remoins a Sunotioning orsaaigation.s 

96. I have ne desire for and I have never requested the legitimately secret. 

But from long experience I also mow that when there is the possibility af embarrass A900 

there is hysteris and false representations to all courts, false clains to Luce ty 

that shen they can be tected in court ace Found to be baseless, 

S7. Im this instant cause 4 have been denied the poasibility of tostins: thes 

Glalias through the legal system despite th: 2 Jauguese of the act and the essurancos of 

this Court, 

aes} Whi Tey huye enroumecplast ry ter + 27 $h 5 Waray te Piet soon s aracié¢é<ta Aagada: 
Yee FILE aN Bp eane"d SOLS wu GL 223 VA Bey OMS. BSLOG"'S @xScupiy. BOIS. 

eon. uroka © 5 os Roe re lite: eee: OE Sy Bek we Vyed ay with gaat 2 theteaen 2 axils 
transcripts in virt Malis ol. the othe. ohevs iu woas ou with what * belisve in as 
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much Lugitiuaey can be slletnes eG es art or tae doliberative vrecess as there is in 
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thevay 19, 1964 transcripts The difference is in the Situation of the government with 
regard to litigation. With the January 27, 1964 transcript, when the government Tailed 
on its (bj(1) claim and prevailed prior to apseal on th. (b)(u) claim although the 
record was totally barren on proof of lt, rather then face the Court of sp-eels the govern= 
ment just mailed me a copy of that transcript. When I was at the point of filing » 
complaint fer the January 22 transeript it opted instead, at the end of the appeals 
stage, to provide a transcript, thus avoiding the potential publicity of e trial. 
The difference with regard to the May 19, 1964. transcript is that two liberals men» With a record 
foumourcthewemmkx of opposition of racism that caused complaints to be laid agaiust them, 
are denied the "deliberations" thas “clear them of such infamous Charges as are freely 
aveilable as “nigger lover." Yetxin to this Court the Government claimed and clainued 
falsely that this ¢ auscript had to be withheld to preset tho rights of these two men 
to "privacy." 

99e Yrom my long experience I have come to Understand that those who wank to frustrate 
the dotifthat in its legislative history explicitly is designed to end suporessions of 
what the people may know because it can be emdvarrassing are able to circunvent this 
intent of the Congress by endless claius to exemption to the courtse Vo this end they 
spend the taxpayers money without stint with an extravagence that even the most affluent 
of requesters cannot match. From this exporience I have come to be certain that unless 
the courts enable-require- the establishing of a factual record subject to cross-exanina— 
tion there will be burdens imposed upon the ep-rts and Yequestars and the language and 
intent of this moat denocryatic of Acts will be frustrated.



Insert on fetish of secrecy, phoniness of "protection" claim. 

Because so few can question them, and partcihcularly when it is impossible to take 

testimony from them, the intelligence agencies can get away with making false claims 

to protective need. In ba? £42" tres CIA is negligent about this, to the point of risking 

the lives of vulnerable agents. A classic case is that of the assassinated Athens 

station chief Richard Welch. Before him a series of prior station chiefswas used the 

game publicly—known CIA house as: his their residencese When Welch moved into it ol : 

was asking for trouble, given the passions in Graece about CIA support for the rere 

and brutal dictatorship. When he was killed the CIA and its apologists launched a hue 

and cry against thase who were exposing what was known about the CIA except to the 

American peoplee The standene CIA pretense is that what is not common knowledge in the 

United States is secret foam other intelligence services. This just is not true. 

Rather than exercising the legitimate protective responsibility it has the CIA is 

negligent about it and long has been. Other intelligence services can and do trace its 

people because of a traditional and unimaginative ‘dependence on official vovers, mostly 
All are listed in non-secret publications like the-diplomatic list 

diplomatic and not uncommoniy military. /\ie do the same with the agents of other intel- 

ligence services who also become stereotyped. 

So careless is the CIA about this that when it became necessary for me to Locate 

its Washington dtation - it had one =~ I could do it from what is public domain. ‘his 

includes so non-secret a source as the city directory. I pinpointed the cover and the 

location with ease. 

I have done the same in tracing the careers of known agents with such other aon= 

secret sources as standard and readily-available biographical sources. 

The CIA's use of a cover name for its large Langley installation was a joke for yearse 

There was nothing secret about the location. Photographs had appeared in the papers and 

nesk news 
there were/stories going back to before construction began.


